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Abstract
Robots that can reliably perform manipulation
tasks in unstructured environments are vital to fully
realize the promise of robotic space exploration,
such as orbital satellite repair, assisting astronauts
during extra–vehicular activity, or planetary exploration. Dexterous robotic manipulation tasks are
among the most challenging robotic motor tasks;
for robotic spacecraft, the inherent challenges in
dexterous manipulation are even more daunting
due to the limited computational power and long
communications latency inherent in spacecraft missions. Treating dexterous manipulation as a machine learning problem would allow robots to perform such tasks autonomously with minimal computation. Thus, the application of machine learning
techniques to learning motion primitives is an important research area for the development of robotic
systems.
The primary challenge to applying machine
learning to dexterous manipulation is the curse
of dimensionality, which appears to require intractably long training periods due to the relatively
high dimensionality of such tasks. In this paper
we describe an associative memory technique for
learning motion primitives that has shown to be
remarkably efficient at kicking and striking tasks.
We demonstrate the efficacy of this algorithm both
by simulation and through hardware trials of learning to kick soccer balls into a goal. We also describe the role that training regimens – the order
in which the control manifold for a motion primitive is sampled by the learning system – play in the
convergence and rate of learning for our technique.
We show that appropriately designed regimens can
allow a robotic system to learn a high degree of
freedom kicking task with remarkably few trials.
We demonstrate the role that randomness plays in
the convergence properties of this algorithm, and
discuss directions for future work that incorporate
ideas from the optimal design of experiments liter-

ature that may allow such algorithms to learn complex control manifolds using optimally few trials.

1

Introduction

Robotic manipulation problems for orbital or
deep space missions have two particularly challenging features. First, the computing resource
available to space robots is typically limited, primarily due to the high reliability requirements for
spacecraft processors. As of this writing, typical high–end spaceflight CPUs operate at around
600—800 MHz, which is a factor of five slower
than high–end spaceflight processors; in addition,
a typical desktop computer CPU will have multiple cores per CPU, whereas CPU cores for spaceflight processors are more limited. Thus, robotic
control and trajectory planning algorithms that can
be executed on a spaceflight processor must be
carefully vetted in light of the processing power
available to run them. Second, spaceflight applications typically have significant communication
time delays. For orbital applications, the time delay is often in the 2–10 second range, mostly due to
the overhead in the existing spacecraft communications systems available to robotic spacecraft operators. For deep space applications, the time delay
is dominated by the time–of–flight of the radio–
frequency communications link, which for solar
system exploration missions can vary anywhere between approximately two seconds (for near–side
lunar missions) to many hours (for outer solar system missions).
Thus, dexterous robotic manipulation for space
robotics is difficult, because teleoperation through
time delay is challenging, and onboard autonomous
trajectory planning algorithms are processor intensive. In this paper, we discuss a possible third way
to enable truly dexterous manipulation in space
robotics: robotic manipulation treated as a machine
learning problem. This would allow remote, autonomous manipulation tasks to be performed with-
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out the need for high–rate, low–latency teleoperation; because the manipulation task is learned and
not treated as a high–dimensional constrained optimization problem, which is typically how manipulation problems are treated by the trajectory planning community, the computational burden can be
alleviated.
The primary difficulty in applying machine
learning algorithms to motor learning tasks such as
robotic manipulation is the “curse of dimensionality” [12, 3]. The curse of dimensionality, in this
context, is the observation that as the generality of
the task increases, the number of training examples
required by most machine learning algorithms in
order to cover the problem domain increases exponentially fast. Take, for instance, the well-known
soccer kicking task, a canonical task in robotic motor learning [4]. In this task, a soccer ball is passed
to a player who is to attempt a kick on goal. The incoming trajectory of the ball is assumed to be in the
plane of the soccer pitch, e.g. the ball is not ballistic but is rolling along the ground, but the incoming
angle and velocity are variable. The player is then
to kick the ball, at the maximum possible speed, to
any given (x, y) position in the goal, which translates into kicking the ball at any desired outbound
azimuth and elevation (a change of variables that
makes the problem essentially invariant to the relative position of the goal from the player). Thus,
this is (at least) a four degree–of–freedom learning problem, in that we must learn a family of trajectories that maps a two–dimensional domain (the
incoming ball azimuth and velocity) onto a two–
dimensional range (the outbound ball azimuth and
elevation). One can apply a sampling–theorem–
like analysis to the number of data points in the
domain (θi , si , θ f , φ f ) that must be sampled in order to learn the trajectory functional f(θi , si , θ f , φ f ).
If one assumes that the incoming speed of the ball
can vary between zero and four meters per second
(which must be sampled evenly at 10 centimeter
per second intervals), that the incoming azimuth
can vary between −π/2 and π/2 (sampled at π/32
intervals, or approximately every five degrees), and
that likewise the outgoing azimuth and elevation
can vary between −π/4 and π/4 and 0 and π/4, respectively, and must be sampled at the same resolution, then the number of data points that must be
collected in order to learn the family of trajectories
is approximately 20,000. Each data point consists
of a single, successful, attempt to kick the ball starting at the given initial conditions and resulting in
the desired final conditions. Note that this counts

only successful attempts, e.g. it discounts attempts
for which the trajectory attempted does not successfully produce the desired final conditions. Almost by definition, learning algorithms must iterate in order to determine the appropriate trajectory
for any given set of initial and desired final conditions; in order to learn the family of trajectories, it
therefore is to be expected that the system must attempt many more trials than this, possibly two to
three orders of magnitude more. As the dimensionality of the initial and final conditions increase – in
other words, as the generality of the task to be performed increases – then the number of trials needed
scales exponentially. Allowing the incoming ball to
be ballistic, for instance, and not constrained to lie
in the plane of the soccer pitch, increases the number of trials from approximately 20,000 to approximately 1,600,000 under similar sampling assumptions to the ones listed above.
It may be possible to model the tasks to be
learned sufficiently accurately that most of these
trials can be performed in simulation, but this obviously requires extremely high fidelity dynamic
models, and furthermore it requires models for
each specific task the robot is to perform. Modeling
contact dynamics, in particular – of which dextrous
manipulation is mainly composed – is notoriously
difficult, and we believe that one should be skeptical of this approach. On the other hand, it seems
to be infeasible to require a robot to perform hundreds of thousands of trials per task on real hardware, when such trials are limited by the speed of
the physical interaction with the environment.
Thus, although learning algorithms for dexterous manipulation can theoretically alleviate both
communications and computational burdens inherent in spaceflight applications, we are still left with
a difficult problem: deriving machine learning algorithms that can learn to perform general manipulation tasks on real hardware, which are somehow
less susceptible to the curse of dimensionality than
sampling theorem–like analysis indicates is possible. In this paper, we describe an algorithm that
appears to be capable of learning the soccer ball
kicking task with far fewer trials than the above
analysis indicates is needed. In order to do this,
we take advantage of the fact that this task – and,
we suspect, many more – can be decomposed into
lower dimensional tasks that are “nearly” independent, in a sense that we will make more concrete in
the sequel.
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2

Background

A number of researchers have noted that motor
learning tasks appear to be susceptible to the curse
of dimensionality, and in the last decade solving
this problem has attracted some attention from the
robotics community. Trajectory planning for manipulation tasks, of course, is a very large and diverse field, and a complete overview is well beyond
the scope of this paper. Good, although not comprehensive, overviews can be found in the books of
Latombe [14] and Choset [5].
We begin with some mathematical definitions.
Formally, we model a robotic system and its environment as a generic differential equation:
ẋ = G(x) + τ( f (x, t))

(1)

where x is the state vector of the system we would
like to control, G(x) describes the natural system
dynamics, f (·) is the trajectory of the robot, and
τ(·) is the force exerted on the system as a result of
robot motion. Note that we are implicitly assuming
that the robot has no dynamics of its own, which
we justify by assuming the robot has well–tuned
servo control loops and hence closely follows a proscribed trajectory, and that the forces the robot exerts on the environment are not large enough to substantially perturb its tracking performance. Therefore x describes the dynamics of the robot’s environment – objects it interacts with – but does not
describe the motion of the robot. We assume the
system is initialized with initial conditions x0 , and
we desire a particular trajectory f (·) which results
in the system producing final conditions x f,d . In
general, f (·) may be a function of both t and x,
and the evolution of the system may take place over
long periods of time.
Solutions for similar problems have been well
studied via reinforcement learning [21, 27]. Typically, in reinforcement learning we assume a set
of atomic actions – in motor learning settings, we
refer to these as motion primitives – and a reward
function that provides feedback to the learning system about how well it is performing; often, although not always, in reinforcement learning the
reward function is stated only in terms of the desirability of the final state of the system. Execution
of a given motion primitive causes a state change
in the system with some probability, typically less
than unity. Thus, reinforcement learning generally
has the flavor of a time–domain policy problem:
given a set of motion primitives, how does one determine a policy that chooses which motion primitives to execute at discrete moments in time in order

to maximize the expected reward? Reinforcement
learning is a very large field and has had notable
success in solving relatively large classes of difficult machine learning problems, the most recent
of which is the DeepMinds AlphaGo system that,
for the first time, defeated a human grandmaster at
Go, a game notable for how quickly its state space
grows as the number of turns in the game increases.
Notwithstanding its success in these domains,
the efficiency with which reinforcement learning
algorithms can find policies is strongly affected by
the size of the set of motion primitives, with smaller
sets requiring less training; and by the probability
of the motion primitives successfully causing the
desired state transition, with more reliable motion
primitives again requiring less data [26, 25]. Even
with Go, which is considered one of the most difficult canonical problems in reinforcement learning,
the number of potential moves at any given stage is
relatively small and constitutes a discrete set, and
the probability of making a given move resulting
in the predicted change in the state of the game
is unity. When applied to a dexterous manipulation task, the situation is quite different, particularly with respect to the set of allowable primitives:
for motion tasks, the set of atomic actions is no
longer discrete, and hence can be thought of as having an infinite number of members. In practice, of
course, any implementation on a digital computer
will not truly be infinite, but will be so large that it
overwhelms the ability of any learning algorithm to
completely cover the space. Even a reasonable discretization of the space, with no prior assumptions
to limit its extent, will result in a space of potential motions so large that it cannot be completely
explored in a feasible training period. Thus, researchers who are interested in applying reinforcement learning to motor tasks must, with extreme
prejudice, limit the size or dimensionality of the
trajectory space to be explored.
Although reinforcement learning is well
known and widely explored, the problem of deriving or learning sets of motion primitives suitable for use in a higher–level reinforcement learning algorithm is considerably less developed. In
this case, we are interested in determining relatively short actions for which the trajectory depends
only on the initial conditions and desired final conditions, and not the evolving state of the system
as the trajectory is being executed. Examples of
such actions include kicking, throwing, and striking tasks; object grasping; or footfalls or jumps
within a gait generation system. Such motion prim-
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itives can be executed without regard to long–term
reward or penalty functions, and serve a single purpose: to reliably perform specified state transitions,
so they may be used in a higher level reinforcement
learning (or similar) algorithm. In this light, the focus of the community on kicking and striking tasks
makes sense: kicking and striking tasks are nearly
instantaneous, and the trajectories to carry them out
do not need to evolve in light of the dynamics of the
(very fast) impact. Thus, kicking and striking tasks
represent a simplified domain for exploring motion
primitive learning. In this paper we will also focus
on kicking and striking tasks, and in particular soccer kicking, even though this particular task is not
immediately relevant to robotic spacecraft. Legged
robotic locomotion, a problem of interest in planetary exploration, consists in this setting of the execution of long sequences of short–duration motion
primitives that cause controlled impacts between
the legs and the ground, and hence developments
in learning kicking and striking motion primitives
is of obvious application. Furthermore, we believe
that many robotic manipulation problems – even
those that consist of relative long periods of contact with the environment, such as object manipulation – can be decomposed into relatively short
primitive–like actions. We admit, however, that this
assertion cannot currently be rigorously defended,
and must await further developments by the field.
Thus, we normally use the restricted representation
ẋ = G(x) + τ( f (x0 , t))
(2)
where the trajectory to be executed is dependent
only on the state of the system at the moment the
trajectory begins execution and not on the evolution of the state variables during trajectory execution. Problems of this class can be viewed as function approximation problems: in this setting, we
wish to approximate the structure of a manifold M
that consists of the class of trajectories that map
any feasible initial condition x0 to any feasible desired final condition x f,d via system (2). We assume without apparent loss of generality that trajectories are parameterized, e.g. they are described
as waypoints, as the parameters of a spline, as the
weights for a neural network, etc. Our only requirement is that the parameter space be a normed vector space. The particular parameterization chosen
is unimportant; however, once a parameterization
is chosen, M can be described as a function whose
domain is the
initial and final condih concatenated
iT
tions xc = xT0 , xTf and whose range lies within
the parameter space.

Machine learning algorithms for this class of
problem have been examined by a subset of motor
learning researchers, notably by Atkeson, Schaal,
and Ijspeert [19, 1, 10]. Stone et al also explored
the use of hierarchical reinforcement learning to
learn low–dimensional behaviors similar to motion
primitives [22].
One popular technique for learning motion
primitives was suggested by Ijspeert [9], who proposed the use of dynamic movement primitives
(DMPs) for motor tasks. DMPs are carefully formulated second-order linear attractors which govern the gross motion required for a task, such as
a catching, kicking, or striking task. The attractor dynamics are modified by a machine learning
component that can compensate for (for instance)
variations in initial conditions or desired final conditions. DMPs are thus an attractive approach to
robotic manipulation because the underlying behavior is grossly captured by the relatively simple
linear attractor dynamics; this provides a fundamental level of competence at the task, which can
then be refined as time and resources allow via the
adaptive component. There are a variety of mathematical formulations for DMPs; one representative
one is given by Pastor et al [18]:


#
"
# "
−D −K
K · f f,d + h(s) · f0 − f f,d · s
ḟ =
f+
0 1/τ
0
(3)
where K and D are the spring and damping constants, f0 is the initial trajectory position, and f f,d
is the goal location, which is the sole equilibrium
point of the system. The term h(s) is a learning term
that acts as a forcing function on the attractor; this
does not alter the equilibrium point, but does alter
the shape of the trajectory to the equilibrium. For
Ijspeert’s table tennis task, this allows the robotic
player to impact and return the ball at different angles. This term does not depend on time but rather
on the time-like signal τ ṡ = −αs that is initialized
at 1 and converges monotonically to 0; this is done
so that the speed at which the task is performed can
be varied. In the case of rhythmic motions, such
as a repeated striking task or a quasi–periodic locomotion task for a legged system, the DMP can be
alternately formulated as a second order oscillator
[9].
Initially, Ijspeert proposed using Locally
Weighted Regression (LWR), a particularly simply
memory–based “one–shot” learning algorithm that
simply stores observed data in associative memory
and generates new estimates for h(s) by judiciously
choosing memory entries that are “close”, in an
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appropriate sense, to the given (x0,observed , x f,d ),
and performing a weighted linear regression between the corresponding stored trajectories [1, 7].
Later, Vijayakumar et al developed more sophisticated hybrid memory–based learning algorithms
that generalize more efficiently in higher dimensional learning spaces [28].
Stulp and Schaal investigated the temporal decomposition of manipulation tasks using DMPs
[24], again using reinforcement learning rules to
adapt the meta–parameters of the DMP to the task
at hand. Similarly, Paraschos et al examined the
temporal and simultaneous combination of learned
DMPs, using a probabilistic framework to determine how the output of the competing DMPs were
to be blended [17].

2.1

Function Approximation for Motor
Learning

As discussed, the adaptive component h(·) in
the above discussion is usually LWR or one of its
variants, although this is not a formal requirement
of DMPs; the adaptive component can be any function approximator. Function approximation is a
very well–studied topic, as is its’ role in machine
learning; indeed, the majority of machine learning
problems can be cast as problems in function approximation. A complete literature review of function approximation in machine learning is well beyond the scope of this paper. A relative complete
overview of function approximation from a statistical theory point of view, the view that will be taken
here, is given in the books by James [11] and Hastie
[7].
Function approximators can, in general, be
thought of as either dictionary–based or memory–
based. A dictionary–based function approximator
can be described as
g = wT b(t)

(4)

where w is a vector of weights and b(t) is a vector of basis functions chosen from an appropriate
dictionary [7, pp 30–31]. The basis functions are
usually fixed, and we adapt the weights in order
to produce a trajectory [7, pp. 35–36]. A function approximator of this type is known as a basis
expansion approximator; neural networks, splines,
and support vector machines are all examples of basis expansion approximators [7, p. 139, 389, 417].
Selecting the appropriate dictionary for a basis
expansion approximator is not trivial. The dictionary, both in terms of the smoothness characteristics of the constituent basis functions and in terms

of their density and placement in the domain of interest, constrain the class of functions that can be
accurately approximated. For basis function expansion approximators, the dictionary is usually
chosen for its mathematical properties; b–splines,
for instance, use piecewise polynomial basis functions, which are chosen because they provide mathematically nice smoothness properties and result in
normal equations with banded matrices. Neural
networks typically use sigmoidal basis functions,
which were originally chosen because they roughly
parallel the activation patterns of biological neurons, but which have since been proven to have general approximation properties; radial basis function
networks often use Gaussians, which constitute an
optimal tradeoff between functions that are localized spatially and functions that are localized in frequency [8]. Note, however, that none of these bases
is chosen because it fits the particular task at hand;
no consideration is given to bases that are appropriate for a particular class of motion primitive, for
which M may be locally discontinuous in some areas and quite smooth in others or which may have
features that are repeated through its domain. This
is problematic because use of a basis not tuned for
the particular problem being solved may result in
suboptimal approximation and may require longer
training periods [6, p. 227]. It is, of course, possible to learn better dictionaries online as the data arrives, but dictionary learning techniques in the context of basis expansion methods also require additional training time and are quite nontrivial [6, pp.
228-244].

A second potential problem with basis function
expansion techniques is that one must design the
structure of the approximator before training can
begin. For instance, with a b–spline approximator,
one must decide how many knots are needed and
where in the domain they should be placed; this
then defines the density of basis functions across
the domain, which bounds the rate of change of the
class of functions the approximator can produce.
The designer typically determines the structure of
the approximator by making assumptions on the
rate of change of the manifold of interest prior to
sampling from it. Again, it is possible to construct
algorithms where the structure of the approximator
is adapted as data arrives – wavelet networks, for
instance, are constructed specifically with this ability in mind [23] – but the costs of this are increased
algorithm complexity and increased training data
set size.
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2.2

Memory–based Methods and Locally
Weighted Regression (LWR)

One alternative to basis expansion methods is
memory–based methods [19]. In a memory–based
method, the incoming sampled data is itself used as
the basis for the function approximator. The best
known example of this is k–means, where one assumes that data arrives in {x, h} tuples which are
stored in a database L. When a new value h(x)
is desired, the k closest neighbors in L to the desired interpolation point x are located, and these
points are used to calculate an estimate ĥ(x) for
h(x) by averaging over the neighboring h values.
Here, without loss of generality, x ∈ RN and the
distance metric is the Euclidean norm, so the k–
means estimate is:

h would be augmented with power terms of the
hi . Note that hereafter, we assume the interpolath
iT
ing point vector h has been augmented as hT , 1
in order to accommodate a constant term in the
fitting polynomial. The order of the polynomial
being used constitutes an assumption on the local
shape of the manifold; for most problems of interest, while the locally constant assumption is not
optimal, a locally linear assumption is quite reasonable. β represents the coefficients of the fitted
polynomial.
Solving for β is typically very fast, as the number of points in the neighborhood of interest is typically fairly low. Once we solve for β, it is of course
straightforward to calculate the estimate ĥ(x) [19]:
ĥ(x) = βT x

k

1X
hi
ĥ(x) = Mean(hi |xi ∈ Nk (x)) =
k i=1

(5)

3

where Nk represents the set of the k closest points xi
to x with respect to the distance metric. A generalization of k–means, weighted k–means, is likewise
P
D(kx − xi k) hi
(6)
ĥ(x) = P
D(kx − xi k)
where D(·) is a kernel function, that is, a scalar
function that allows us to weight different (xi , hi )
pairs differently, for instance to assign more value
to pairs closer to the desired interpolation point x
[7, pp. 192–193]. A variety of kernels are available to us; typically, although not always, they have
compact support and converge to zero at the outer
support boundary.
The k–means estimate has some shortcomings,
however. Depending on the kernel, it may not be
smooth or even continuous. In addition, the prior
assumption inherent in k–means is that the function
being interpolated is locally constant. This is rarely
the case with real–world motor learning problems.
Locally Weighted Regression is a generalization of
weighted k–means that assumes the function being
interpolated is locally linear. In LWR, one performs
a weighted least–squares fit on the (xi , hi ) pairs and
then evaluates the fit at the point of interest x. The
normal equations in this case are:
XT WT WXβ = XT WT h

(8)

(7)

where for a first–order linear fit, X is a matrix
whose ith row contains xTi , h is the vector whose
ith element is hi , and W is a matrix whose diagonal
element

 wi,i contains the kernel weight
D kx f,d − xi k . To fit a higher–order polynomial,

Algorithm Description

All of the above DMP–like approaches are
similar in that they assume the basic shape of the
motion task is determined by a second–order linear
differential system. In some approaches, the parameters governing the behavior of these systems
are modified ([17, 13]; in others, a memory–based
learning algorithm, typically Locally Weighted Regression, is used to modify the output of the linear
differential system.
In contrast, here we propose a purely memory–
based learning approach. We take inspiration from
the work of Ijspeert, Schaal, and their collaborators on memory–based learning for robotic control,
but instead of basing the motions to be performed
on the output of a manually designed linear attractor or oscillator, here we instead propose a pure
memory–based approach where the entire motion
required to perform the task is learned via a modified LWR learning algorithm. Thus, instead, of
a second–order linear attractor driven by a learning term, we use the output of the learning algorithm, ĥ(t) directly as the trajectory of the robotic
system. As the learning algorithm, we use“zero–
beat” control [1]. Zero–beat control simply means
that at each stage, one is given a new x0 and x f,d for
which one would like to learn the appropriate h(·);
one then calculates the best estimate for h(·) and
performs a trial directly using this estimate. Hence,
one attempts to zero out the error in a single iteration (although in practice, actually bringing the
error to zero usually takes several iterations). We
assume that a database of points, a collection of tuples L of the form {[xT0 , xTf ]T , h(·)}, exists. These
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tuples are samples from the manifold M. The estimate ĥ(·) is calculated from the data already in L,
a trial using ĥ(·) is carried out, and the resulting tuple {[xT0 , xTf ]T , ĥ(·)} is placed in L. This is iterated
until x f is sufficiently close to x f,d . Formally the
algorithm is:
L ← initialized
x0 ← initialized
x f,d ← initialized
while kx f − x f,d k >  do
ĥ ← LWR(L, [xT0 , xTf,d ]T )
x f ← Trial(x0 , ĥ)
L ← Append(L, {[xT0 , xTf ]T , ĥ})
end while
Note that unlike a basis function expansion technique, where both the choice of dictionary and
the structure of the approximator form the prior,
for a memory–based method the only prior is the
data with which L is initialized prior to beginning the learning process. This data must consist
of a number of points already on the manifold M
that is being explored, e.g. they must be example trajectories that map known feasible initial conditions to known feasible final conditions. Thus,
LWR and other memory–based methods are examples of Learning–from–Demonstration (LfD) techniques: the algorithm must be given a series of successful examples of the task before further learning
can take place. Although this may initially seem
like a disadvantage, in fact it is a strong advantage
over basis expansion methods, because successful
examples of a task are intuitively meaningful priors that are typically much easier to produce than
priors in the form of dictionary basis functions and
approximator weight parameters. Furthermore, as
will be discussed later, the number of successful
examples needed by LWR to begin exploring a motor learning manifold is just the number required to
define the local manifold slope, which is the same
as the dimensionality of the manifold itself. Thus,
as the dimensionality of the manifold increases, the
number of demonstrations required increases only
linearly.
One subtle point about using LWR as a motor
learning algorithm lies in the definition of “neighboring” points. Here we use a Cartesian norm to
calculate the distance from the point to be estimated
to the points already in the associative memory.
However, a question remains: how to define the extent of the local neighborhood of [xT0 , xTf,d ]T ? Two
simple schemes are commonly used: we can take
all points within a predefined radius of [xT0 , xTf,d ]T ,
or we can take the closest n points to [xT0 , xTf,d ]T . An

alternate, slightly more sophisticated, scheme, is to
allow the size of the neighborhood to change in order to minimize a statistical measure of fit. This is
the approach we take: at every iteration, we choose
a neighborhood size to minimize the “leave–one–
on cross validation” [7, pp. 241–243]. In leave–
one–out cross validation, we begin with only the
nearest point to ĥ(·) already in the associative memory, and calculate the covariance for the estimate, a
value we get for free as a result of performing the
least squares fit. We then increase the size of the
neighborhood one point at a time and recalculate
the covariance, a calculation that can be performed
very efficiently using the PRESS statistic [19, 15].
We choose the neighborhood size that minimizes
the covariance. This allows the neighborhood to
utilize points that are relatively far away, in a Cartesian sense, from the point of interest so long as the
manifold is relatively smooth, but allows us to use
only nearby points in areas where the manifold is
rapidly changing — and it does this in a natural
way, without requiring any prior knowledge about
the manifold, by simply responding appropriately
to the data we observe as we sample it.
Although it begins as Learning–from–
Demonstration, once in use our approach becomes
a Learning–from–Practice technique. As exploration commences, new trials begin with new
initial conditions, and new desired final conditions
are generated. As new entries to L are generated,
more of the manifold is explored, and the average
error over all the trials becomes smaller over time.
Note that LWR can be used for extrapolation
as well as interpolation, meaning the initial entries
in L do not necessarily need to span the domain
of the manifold. Obviously, the efficacy of this depends greatly on the curvature of the manifold in
the region being extrapolated. In order to be useful, the trajectory ĥ(·) for any given trial must still
be on M, that is, it must result in a feasible trajectory. For instance, if the trial were kicking soccer
balls into a goal, the trial should result in a contact
between the soccer ball and the foot; trials where
no contact is made do not result in useful information. Furthermore, the trajectory must result in a final condition x f that is within the k–neighborhood
used to generate the next trajectory estimate; if it
is not, the same trajectory will be used ad infinitum and the learning algorithm will not converge.
Extrapolation over distances that are too large or
where the manifold is insufficiently flat will result
in inaccurate final conditions or infeasible trajectories. In this case, strategies for training LWR by
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“walking” around the manifold must be used, e.g.
by beginning in a region where the manifold shape
is well represented by the existing database and taking small enough steps into the unmapped domain
that the extrapolation is valid. Such strategies form
an important part of the online learning algorithm
but are not part of LWR per se.
In particular, imagine that the neighborhood is
chosen to be γ, in the sense that the points chosen from L are such that kx − [xT0 , xTf,d ]T k < γ.
The sequence then clearly fails to converge if at
any step, kx f − x f,d k > γ, in other words, if x f is
not closer to x f,d than the points already in L; in
this case, although a new experience is generated
and added to L, it is not used during the next iteration and so the same ĥ (from 8) is generated from
that point forward unless a new x0 and/or x f,d is
used. In practice, however, we typically wish to
use the same x0 and x f,d over successive iterations
because it usually takes several iterations of LWR
at the same location in the manifold to successfully
learn the correct trajectory h to map x0 to a specific
x f,d . Furthermore, the convergence issue we provided here is just the simplest example of a range
of convergence problems; we have also seen limit
cycles manifest. The presence of these is difficult to
identify computationally, and of course the theoretical convergence properties of the scheme depend
on the local shape of the manifold, which we typically do not know a priori.
In order to overcome this difficulty, we have
developed a scheme that is, to the best of our
knowledge, unique within the motor learning community. Specifically, suppose we wish to learn a
manifold L that maps x0,i to x f,d . We randomly
generate a point [x̂T0 , x̂Tf,d ]T such that x̂0 ∼ N(x0 , η)
and x̂ f,d ∼ N(x f,d , µ) (e.g. normally distributed).
This point is close to, but distinct from, the training point. We then perform a trial on this new point
and add the result to L. We continue until we have
seen n trials where k[xT0 , xTf,d ]T − [x̂T0 , x̂Tf,d ]T k < 
and kx̂ f,d − x f k < δ. Thus, we are not simply using
a zero–beat learning algorithm to learn a point on
the manifold; we are, instead, randomly exploring
a neighborhood around the point of interest. Because the randomly chosen points are drawn from
a normal distribution, even if we are in a part of the
manifold that is not characterized well enough for
LWR to produce feasible trajectories, we are guaranteed to eventually draw training points that are in
a well–characterized part of the manifold.
Subsequent to this, we expanded on the randomized learning scheme to include a directed ran-

dom walk through the manifold. This is necessary
because even with the power of the stochastic learning scheme, it still assumes that the new x0 and x f,d
are close enough to known points in L that the normally distributed variables x̂0 and x̂ f,d with standard deviations η, µ will fall close enough to the
manifold already described in L for the local linearity assumption to hold for some reasonable fraction
of the trials. In other words, if we take too large a
step away from the already known area, draws of
x̂0 and x̂ f,d will almost always fall into parts of the
manifold we cannot extrapolate into. This will converge, eventually, as described above, but the number of trials needed will be inordinately large.
Therefore, suppose we wish to learn
a trajectory
fi mapping x0 to x f,d , where

dist L, {x0 , x f,d , f }  γ. Then, we find x̃0 , x̃ f such
that
[x̃T0 , x̃Tf ]T = mini∈L k[xT0 , xTf,d ]T − [xT0,i , xTf,i ]T k, (9)
in other words, the closest experience to the new
desired point already in the database. We then
generate new trials x̂0,i ∼ N(x̃0,i , η) and x̂d,i ∼
N(x̃ f,d , µ), i.e. the new trials are normally distributed with mean centered on an already known
experience. We advance towards the ultimate goal
when a trial is generated that is closer than the current x̃0 , x̃ f for which the error is acceptable. Intuitively, this allows the algorithm to perform a directed random walk through the manifold, starting
in an area it has already learned, to a goal location
at a spot in the manifold it has not yet learned. This
algorithm, which we call directed random learning,
formally is as follows:
k←0
done ← false
while !done do
x̃0 , x̃ f,d ← mini∈L k[xT0 , xTf,d ]T − [xT0,i , xTf,i ]T k
while k < n do
x̂0 ∼ N(x̃0,i , η)
x̂ f,d ∼ N(x̃d,i , µ)
ĥ ← LWR(L, x̂0 , x̂ f,d )
x f ← Trial(x̂0,i , ĥi )
if kx f − x̂ f,d k <  and kx̂0 − x̃0 k <  and
kx̂ f,d − x̃ f,d k <  then
k ←k+1
end if
L ← Append(L, {x̂0 , x f , ĥ})
end while
if kx̃0 − x0 k <  and kx̃ f,d − x f,d k <  then
done ← true
end if
end while
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3.1

Transfer Learning

We have found that it is frequently the case that
the number of pairs – and thus, the number of data
points we must collect – is still infeasible under this
scheme. This is simply due to the fact that even for
relatively simple robotic manipulation tasks such
as kicking and striking tasks, the dimension of the
manifold of feasible trajectories is on the order of
3–6, which although significant smaller than the dimensionality of the robot’s state space is still high
enough that hundreds to thousands of trials may be
required. Conducting even as few as one thousand
trials with a robotic system is typically a very expensive, and possibly infeasible, task. Further, the
manifold is sometimes locally discontinuous, or at
least highly variable, and a significant number of
trials are needed to approximate these areas.
When humans learn to perform motor tasks, it
is clear that transfer learning plays an important
role [16]. That is, we first learn to perform simpler tasks, and then utilize this knowledge to learn
to perform more complex tasks. For example, a
human soccer player does not learn to kick balls
“from scratch”; he or she begins by learning to balance on two legs, then to walk, then to run, and then
to kick. Typically, a neophyte soccer player knows
how to do all of these things before setting foot on a
soccer pitch; learning to intercept and redirect balls
into the goal is a complex behavior built on all of
the previously understood behaviors.
In considering this aspect of motor learning,
we have discovered that for at least some tasks
of interest, the task can be decomposed into simpler, 1– or 2–DOF tasks that can be learned in sequence, and then naively combined neglecting bivariate effects, while still maintaining acceptable
performance. Mathematically, we decompose the
manifold into a set of 1– and 2– dimensional basis functions by projecting the combined initial and
desired final conditions onto a lower dimensional
manifold. Additive combination of basis functions
is of course well understood in approximation theory, so from a purely theoretical standpoint this
observation may not seem to be particularly surprising. What is surprising, however, is that it appears to be easy to produce such a decomposition
by hand without any particular consideration of the
mathematical underpinnings of function approximation theory, using decompositions that “make
sense” in a task–specific sense, and furthermore
that only a handful of decompositions is required.
Note that decomposing a high–dimensional learning problem into independently learnable lower di-

mensional problems effectively defeats the curse of
dimensionality, because instead of increasing exponentially in the dimensionality of the manifold, the
number of trials required increases linearly in the
number of decompositions.
Concretely, for the soccer kicking task, the
robot must learn to intercept a ball being passed to
it by a teammate with its foot, and further to loft
the ball through the air into any desired (x, y) position in the goal, much as a human soccer player
would receive a ball from a teammate and in one
continuous motion kick it towards the goal. In our
scheme, we decompose this task into four different
parts: learning to kick balls that are rolled at different speeds (e.g., the timing element of the kick);
learning to compensate for differing incoming ball
angles; learning to loft the ball to different heights
into the goal; and learning to kick to different horizontal positions across the goal. We can learn each
of these tasks in order; the previously learned behavior is used as a baseline for learning the next,
more complicated, behavior.
Formally, this is equivalent to an LWR scheme
where, at each stage in the learning process, we
project the full four–dimensional initial/final condition vector (θi , si , θ f , φ f ) onto four one-dimensional
subspaces: (·, si , ·, ·); (θi , ·, ·, ·); (·, ·, ·, φ f ); and
(·, ·, θ f , ·), respectively. Below, we refer to the initial condition projection operator for the i + 1 th
stage as Proj0,i+1 (x) and the final condition projection operator as Proj f,i+1 (x). For each stage of the
learning process, we proceed by using the dynamic
system 2, but we only provide to the LWR learning algorithm the projection of the initial conditions chosen for that stage, e.g. for stage i we provide the learning algorithm x0,i = Proj0,i (x0 ) and
x f,d,i = Proj f,i (x f,d ). We then use the stochastic
learning algorithm to learn an LWR approximation
of the manifold along the new projection, which we
refer to as Li+1 . Note that while the LWR stage that
is learning the subspace manifold is only given the
part of the initital condition vector described above,
we do not hold the other four components constant.
Instead, we draw uniformly distributed random values from the feasible domains for each of them.
Thus, the current LWR learning stage must learn
to “average” over the initial conditions it is not directly informed about.
For each stage of the learning process, we thus
use the dynamical system


X

ẋ = G(x)+ f  LWR(Li (Proj0,i (x0 ), Proj f,i (x f,d )) + h(x0 , t)
i
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where, as before, h(·) is the LWR estimate for the
trajectory that maps the (already projected) initial
conditions x0 to the desired final conditions x f,d .
Note that during the i + 1th stage, the previous approximations to the manifold, Li , provide a “basic
behavior” that underlies the trials needed to learn
the i + 1th approximation. At stage i + 1 only Li+1
is updated; the other Li are held fixed. Thus, each
stage is learning to modify the basic trajectory generated by the previous stages, which is similar in
flavor if not in specifics to the DMP algorithms discussed above.

4
4.1

Results
Simulation Results

We have shown in simulation that we can learn
each of the stages of kicking soccer balls as described above requiring only 2–4 examples of a
successful kick at each stage of complexity. Within
300 to 500 trials, the robot can learn to kick with an
average accuracy of 0.5 meters to any point in the
goal, for a regulation FIFA goal located nine meters
from the robot. This appears to be performance on
par with good amateur soccer players. There are no
rigorous studies for how many trials would be required by a human to learn this task from scratch,
of course, because such experiments are impossible, but it seems doubtful that a human could learn
a task this complex with fewer trials; furthermore,
as best we can tell the learning rate is state–of–the–
art among motor learning techniques.
The simulation was based on the Open Dynamics Engine, a well–known open–source general–
purpose dynamics engine. We decompose the
soccer–kicking task into four stages: first, learn
to kick a ball being rolled to the robotic player at
a fixed angle but speeds varying from 1 m/sec to
4 m/sec. We require the ball to be kicked along
the same outbound velocity vector irrespective of
its initial velocity. Second, learn to kick balls being rolled at speeds varying as before and also with
their incoming angle being varied over a 90◦ arc;
again, the ball is to be kicked along the same velocity vector. Third, learn to kick balls into a goal
located 9 meters away, to a height between zero and
2.4 meters, as both the initial velocity and angle
are varied; and, finally, learn to kick to a location
across the goal, which is 7.3 meters wide, as both
the incoming speed and angle, and the requires target height, are varied.
At each stage, we require the system to demonstrate facility at the task before moving on to the

next stage. Thus, for each stage, the system must
demonstrate that it can solve the problem to a certain level of accuracy over a number of trials, as
the conditions being varied are chosen randomly as
described in the algorithm definition above. The required accuracy and the number of trials over which
facility must be demonstrated are parameters we
choose. Clearly, there is some dynamic coupling
between the tasks as we have decomposed them;
for instance, moving the foot to change the angle
at which the ball is kicked also slightly changes
the time of impact, thus changing the height of the
ball. Since we are treating these tasks as decomposable, this coupling cannot be completely compensated for; thus, we cannot require a level of
accuracy from the system that would require such
coupled terms to be learned, and the level of accuracy we require at each learning stage must be less
than the error induced by these terms. Similarly,
the number of trials over which we require the system to perform well must be chosen with care, as
specifying too few trials could result in a system
that can only solve the task for a small range of the
allowable initial conditions, and too many would
require inordinately long training periods. For the
data shown here, we require accuracy at each stage
of (0.05 m/sec, 0.2 m/sec, 0.3 m, 0.4 m), and require prowess demonstrated over 1, 1, 5, and 5 trials respectively.
At the end of the training period, we evaluate
the prowess of the system by requiring it to solve
the full ball kicking task over the entire range of
incoming ball velocities and goal locations. Over
100 episodes, the system learned the task in an average of 346 trials, with an average error of 0.35 m
and an average worst-case error of 0.98 m. As mentioned above, data on human performance of tasks
such as this one are difficult to locate; certainly, human data learning a kicking or striking task starting
with no knowledge would be nearly impossible to
acquire, given that humans have substantial transfer learning capabilities. Nevertheless, this level of
performance and number of required trials seems
encouraging, and not drastically different from the
level of performance of moderately skilled human
soccer players.
As an example of how the training progresses,
Figure 1 shows both the “goal” points (the points at
which the system is required to demonstrate a degree of prowess), the “training” points (the points
that the system itself chooses for practice as a result of a random draw centered on the goal point)
and the actual results of trial kicks. This plot shows
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Figure 1. : Training goals (as x’s) and resultant kick locations (as o’s). A subset of (goal, results) pairs have
been circled.
only the results of the final stage of learning, e.g.
learning to kick to points in the horixontal plane
of the goal, once learning to kick rolled balls and
learning to kick in the vertical plane of the goal are
completed. Note, again, that the initial conditions
for the prior learned stages are chosen randomly
during each trial, so the goal points are not located
in a fixed horizontal plane across the goal.

4.2

Hardware Results

Our hardware platform consists of a KUKA
LBR4+ industrial manipulator with a custom–built
kicking foot mounted on an aluminum A–frame.
We track the motion of the ball using an OptiTrack
V120:Trio motion tracker head. Unfortunately, the
KUKA LBR4+ does not have sufficient power to
ballistically kick a FIFA–regulation soccer ball, so
we substitute a red rubber ball of approximately the
same size. Similarly, our robot cannot kick balls
ballistically to a distance of nine meters, so we use
a smaller goal (2 meters wide by 1 meter high) sit-

uated approximately three meters away from the
robot.
We have not yet fully implemented the simulation task in hardware. As an interim step, we fashioned a stand to hold the ball in place in front of
the robotic leg and learn to kick, in a single learning stage, to any (x, y) position in the plane of the
goal. Figure 2 shows the test setup. Obviously, this
does not test our learning decomposition scheme,
but it does demonstrate that our directed–random
learning algorithm works for kicking tasks on hardware. The difficulty of this task is exacerbated by
the difficulty of tracking balls in flight with a passive motion capture system; systems like OptiTrack
use reflective fiducial dots placed on the object to
be tracked, and require that at least three of them
are in sight at any given time. Due to the difficulty of tiling a ball with unique three–dot patterns
in this way, sporadically the motion capture system
misidentifies dot patterns, causing the reported position of the ball to be one ball–diameter away from
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. : Soccer kicking setup. KUKA LBR4+ with A–frame shown on left, goal shown on right.

Figure 3. : Training goals (as x’s) and resultant kick locations (as o’s) for hardware test. A subset of (goal,
results) pairs have been circled. In this plot, the connection lines show the order of training, which starts at
the upper right corner of the goal and terminates at the lower left. Clusters of training points indicate areas
where the directed random learning algorithm detected that more training data was needed. Note the poor
performance in the early stages of training compared to the end stages; the second goal position is at (0.55,
0.65), while the corresponding kick ended up at (0.7, 0.16), for an error of over half a meter.
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its true position. Thus, there is considerable noise
on the perceived location of the ball, and this noise
dominates all other sources of error in the system.
Nevertheless, over seven runs we were able to learn
the kicking task with an average of 83 trials. We
evaluated the performance of the system after the
completion of a training run by having the system
kick the ball to the middle and each corner of the
goal. Over the seven runs the system attained an average accuracy of better than 10 cm and an average
worst-case accuracy of 18 cm. An example set of
goal locations and resultant kick locations is shown
in Figure 3. In this plot, we have added connection
lines to show the order of training, which starts at
the upper right corner of the goal and terminates at
the lower left. Note the poor performance in the
early stages of training compared to the end stages;
the second goal position is at (0.55, 0.65), while
the corresponding kick ended up at (0.7, 0.16), for
an error of over half a meter. This is the expected
behavior. After training, this run had an evaluated
average error of 7 cm and a worst–case error of 17
cm.

5

Future Work

Clearly, the most pressing improvement for the
described algorithm is a more formal analysis of
its convergence properties. In particular, it should
be possible to analyze the convergence (or lack
thereof) of zero–beat learning for a given “true”
manifold. Such an analysis would inform the design of improvements over zero–beat learning, of
which directed random learning is an interesting
but admittedly not rigorously derived example.
Additionally, the way we currently decompose
tasks for transfer learning is probably mathematically naive. A more general scheme, instead of
requiring the experimenter to manually determine
appropriate subspace projections, would allow the
system to determine for itself the optimal subspace
projections. For instance, the system could explore
a small part of the control manifold and then perform Principal Components Analysis to determine
the local shape of the manifold; it could then explore the manifold along the most relevant PCA directions.
Both the directed random learning and transfer learning LWR algorithms point to the importance of order effects in motor learning: the order in
which specific instances of the task are presented in
the directed random learning algorithm, and the decomposed tasks used in the transfer learning LWR

algorithm are both vitally important to the effectiveness of the learning algorithm. The role that
training order plays in learning a control manifold
does not appear to have been adequately explored
in the motor learning literature. However, a substantial body of research does exist on order effects
in statistics, notably in the optimal design of experiments [20, 2]. In experimental design, typically
the experimenter wishes to choose a set of experiments to perform, each one of which varies one
or more control variables, in order to either maximize the information gained from the experiments
or to gain sufficient information to answer a well–
posed statistical question with the fewest number
of trials. One particularly interesting variation is
the sequential design of experiments, where it is assumed that a number of experiments have already
been performed, and the designer wishes to choose
a single subsequent experiment that will maximize
a statistical metric. It seems to us that memory–
based motor learning can be viewed through the
lens of experimental design. Each trial during a
learning episode is an experiment where one varies
a parameterized trajectory an then observes the outcome. Thus, it may be possible to apply formal
statistical techniques to choose new trials to perform that will improve on the performance of the
directed random learning algorithm, which simply
chooses them to be normally distributed around a
point of interest to the designer. We believe that the
application of ideas from the optimal design of experiments to motor learning holds great promise for
improving learning rates and mitigating the curse
of dimensionality for these problems.

6

Conclusion

Motor learning is a task which holds the
promise of enabling robotic spacecraft to perform
difficult dexterous manipulation tasks while requiring relatively little onboard processing with long
communications delays. Although our example
task is not directly traceable to those that might be
required of a robotic spacecraft, we believe that focusing on developing techniques for learning motion primitives similar to those for kicking and
striking tasks will allow the development of general
purpose motor learning algorithms that can, in turn,
improve the ability of more well–developed reinforcement learning techniques to solve very complex manipulation problems with large, continuous
action spaces.
In this paper we demonstrate such a motor
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learning scheme. Our technique allows the system to learn complex tasks in stages by performing
a directed random walk through the control manifold for the task of interest, a feature which we believe to be unique. We demonstrate that the scheme
we propose requires training time that increases
linearly in the dimensionality of the task, due to
our decomposing the task into independent tasks.
Thus, if such transfer learning techniques prove to
be more generally applicable, they have the ability to defeat the curse of dimensionality and enable
human–like motor learning over human–like time
scales.
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